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Vitruvius, the Ten Books on Architecture 1914 in about 25 b c the roman architect marcus vitruvius pollio presented to the emperor
augustus ten scrolls that contained everything he knew about architecture synthesizing his studies of earlier greek writings as well as
lessons drawn from his own design career the ten books on architecture discussed architectural practice and education building materials
the correct proportions and elements of the ionic doric and corinthian the design of temples public buildings and private houses and
engineering and military planning more than two thousand years later his masterwork stands as both the most comprehensive architectural
text of antiquity and one of the most important design treatises ever written just as vitruvius set out to catalog the rules and ideals of
ancient greek architecture thomas gordon smith in vitruvius on architecture presents the rules and ideals of vitruvius himself this volume
contains the five books most relevant to contemporary architecture along with a wealth of visual material photographs of ancient structures
from greece italy and turkey related sculptures frescoes and reliefs hypothetical re creations of vitruvius s now lost illustrations and a
series of exquisitely rendered watercolor plates based on his descriptions vitruvius on architecture is an exceptional accomplishment a
study as relevant to the present as vitruvius s was to his own day and to architecture since
Vitruvius on Architecture 2003 the only full treatise on architecture and its related arts to survive from classical antiquity the de
architectura libri decem ten books on architecture is the single most important work of architectural history in the western world having
shaped humanist architecture and the image of the architect from the renaissance to the present this new critical edition of vitruvius ten
books of architecture is the first to be published for an english language audience in more than half a century expressing the range of
vitruvius style the translation along with the critical commentary and illustrations aims to shape a new image of the vitruvius who emerges
as an inventive and creative thinker rather than the normative summarizer as he was characterized in the middle ages and renaissance
Vitruvius: 'Ten Books on Architecture' 2001-01-15 in de architectura c 40 bc vitruvius discusses in ten encyclopedic chapters aspects of
roman architecture engineering and city planning vitruvius also included a section on human proportions because it is the only antique
treatise on architecture to have survived de architectura has been an invaluable source of information for scholars the rediscovery of
vitruvius during the renaissance greatly fuelled the revival of classicism during that and subsequent periods numerous architectural
treatises were based in part or inspired by vitruvius beginning with leon battista alberti s de re aedificatoria 1485
On Architecture 2009-09-24 ten books on architecture is a treatise on architecture by the roman architect and military engineer marcus
vitruvius pollio as the only treatise on architecture to survive from antiquity it has been regarded as the first book on architectural theory
as well as a major source on the canon of classical architecture since renaissance it contains a variety of information on greek and roman
buildings as well as prescriptions for the planning and design of military camps cities and structures both large and small
The Ten Books on Architecture 2021-01-01 de architectura is considered as the first book on architectural theory and as a major source on
the canon of classical architecture as as it is the only treatise on architecture to survive from antiquity it was written by the roman
architect and military engineer marcus vitruvius pollio and dedicated to the emperor caesar augustus as a guide for building projects it
contains a variety of information on greek and roman buildings as well as prescriptions for the planning and design of military camps cities
and structures both large aqueducts buildings baths harbours and small machines measuring devices instruments de architectura volume i
goes into subjects such as town planning and general architecture the qualifications required of an architect the building materials the
temples and the different orders of architecture includes the section on body proportions that led to da vinci s drawing and civil buildings
baths palæstra etc the descriptions are completed with magnificient hand drawn illustrations by andrea palladio and sébastien leclerc
On Architecture 2021-01-12 ten books on architecture is a treatise on architecture by pollio vitruvius being the only piece on architecture



to endure from antiquity it covers a wide range of topics such as planning and design of military camps cities and structures
The Ten Books on Architecture 2022-05-28 de architectura also known as on architecture or ten books on architecture is considered the
first book on architectural theory and a major source on the canon of classical architecture as it is the only treatise on architecture to
survive from antiquity it was written by the roman architect and military engineer marcus vitruvius pollio and dedicated to the emperor
caesar augustus as a guide for building projects it contains a variety of information on greek and roman buildings as well as prescriptions
for the planning and design of military camps cities and structures both large aqueducts buildings baths harbours and small machines
measuring devices instruments vitruvius de architectura ten books on architecture is organised in 10 books town planning architecture or
civil engineering in general and the qualifications required of an architect or the civil engineer building materials temples and the orders of
architecture includes the section on body proportions that led to da vinci s drawing continuation of book iii civil buildings domestic
buildings pavements and decorative plasterwork water supplies and aqueducts sciences influencing architecture geometry measurement
astronomy sundial use and construction of machines roman siege engines water mills drainage machines roman technology hoisting
pneumatics the books are completed with magnificient illustrations by andrea palladio and sébastien leclerc
Vitruvius 1960 this is a piranesi press limited edition reprint of de architectura or the ten books on architecture by vitruvius this classic
book is the first known book to be written on roman and greek architecture or classical architecture this edition is limited to 500 copies
world wide vitruvius was a roman general and engineer who lived in the 1rst century ad and is thought to have served under emperor julius
caesar first printed in latin by fra giovanni sulpitius in rome in 1486 this classic treatise has been translated into italian french english
german and spanish the first illustrated edition was published in venice in 1511 by fra giovanni giocondo it contained woodcuts based on
the vitruvius descriptions leonardo da vinci s famous vitruvian man depicting a man of perfect proportions is based on the ideas of vitruvius
vitruvius instructed that buildings must contain the elements of strength utility and beauty
The Architecture of Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, tr. by J. Gwilt 1874 the oldest and most influential book ever written on architecture this
volume describes the classic principles of symmetry harmony and proportion as well as the ancients methods materials and aesthetics
authoritative translation
Vitruvius, On Architecture 1955 for the first time in more than half a century vitruvius ten books on architecture is being published in
english the only full treatise on architecture and its related arts to survive from classical antiquity the architecture libri decem ten books on
architecture is the single most important work of architectural history in the western world having shaped architecture and the image of
the architect from the renaissance to the present demonstrating the range of vitruvius style this new edition includes examples from
archaeological sites discovered since world war ii and not previously published in english language translations rowland s new translation
and howe s critical commentary and illustrations provide a new image of vitruvius who emerges as an inventive and creative thinker rather
than the normative summarizer as he was characterized in the middle ages and renaissance ingrid d rowland is an associate professor of
art history at the university of chicago thomas noble howe is a professor in the department of art at southwestern university in georgetown
texas
Vitruvius 2021-01-20 ten books on architecture from vitruvius marcus vitruvius pollio was a roman writer architect and engineer 70s bce c
15 bce
Vitruvius the Ten Books on Architecture 2022-08-04 the ten books on architecture by vitruvius pollio translated by morris hicky
morgan with illustrations and original designs prepared under the direction of herbert langford warren and nelson robinson de architectura



english on architecture published as ten books on architecture is a treatise on architecture written by the roman architect marcus vitruvius
pollio and dedicated to his patron the emperor caesar augustus as a guide for building projects the work is one of the most important
sources of modern knowledge of roman building methods as well as the planning and design of structures both large aqueducts buildings
baths harbours and small machines measuring devices instruments it is also the prime source of the famous story of archimedes and his
bath time discovery vitruvius work is one of many examples of latin texts that owe their survival to the palace scriptorium of charlemagne
in the early 9th century this activity of finding and recopying classical manuscripts is part of what is called the carolingian renaissance
many of the surviving manuscripts of vitruvius work derive from an existing manuscript that was written there british library manuscript
harley 2767 these texts were not just copied but also known at the court of charlemagne since his historian the bishop einhard asked for
explanations of some technical terms at the visiting english churchman alcuin in addition a number of individuals are known to have read
the text or have been indirectly influenced by it including vussin hrabanus maurus hermann of reichenau hugo of st victor gervase of
melkey william of malmesbury theoderich of st trond petrus diaconus albertus magnus filippo villani jean de montreuil petrarch boccaccio
giovanni de dondi domenico di bandino niccolo acciaioli bequeathed copy to the basilica of san lorenzo florence bernward of hildesheim and
st thomas aquinas in 1244 the dominican friar vincent of beauvais made a large number of references to de architectura in his compendium
of all the knowledge of the middle ages speculum maius
Vitruvius on Architecture 1962 2022 reprint of the 1914 edition includes illustrations exact facsimile of the original edition and not
reproduced with optical recognition software translated by morris hicky morgan with illustrations and original designs prepared under the
direction of herbert langford warren marcus vitruvius pollio a roman architect and engineer flourishing in the first century b c was the
author of the oldest and most influential work on architecture in existence for hundreds of years the specific instructions he gave in his ten
books on architecture were followed faithfully and major buildings in all parts of the world reveal the widespread influence of his precepts
according to the encyclopedia britannica he was the chief authority studied by architects and in every point his precepts were accepted as
final bramante michelangelo palladio vignola and earlier were careful students of the work of vitruvius his book is thus one of those rare
works that have been supremely important in the creation of the greatest art masterpieces vitruvius describes the classic principles of
symmetry harmony and proportion in architecture the design of the treasury prison senate house baths forum and temples the construction
of the theater its site foundations and acoustics the proper style and proportion for private dwellings the differences between the ionic
doric and corinthian styles methods of giving durability and beauty to polished finishings and many other topics it is a direct authoritative
and detailed introduction to the ancients methods of construction the materials of the architect and the prevailing aesthetic beliefs of the
times but it is also a work of art vitruvius wrote in such a fascinating manner and digressed from his subject so often as for instance when
he wrote about the winds archimedes in his bath and why authors should receive awards and honors at least as often as athletes that his
book has had a continuing appeal to the general reader for many centuries besides being an instructive treatise on nearly everything
connected with roman and greek architecture it is an entertaining description of some aspects of the life and beliefs of the times this
edition is the standard english translation prepared over a period of several years by professor m h morgan of harvard university
The Ten Books on Architecture 2012-05-23 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and



possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
Vitruvius: 'Ten Books on Architecture' 1999-06-28 vitruvius on architecture edited from the harleian manuscript 2767 ai translated into
english by frank granger d lrr ajllb a professor in university college nottingham in two volumes i cambridge massachusetts harvard
university press london william heinemann ltd mcmlv contents paqk preface vii introduction vitruvius and the architecture of the west ix
history of the mss of vitruvius x i the earliest editions of vitruvius xxi the scholia of the mss xxv the illustrations of the mss xxvli the
language of vitruvius xxviii bibliography the mss xxxli editions xxxiii translations xxxiii the chief contributions to the study of vitruvius xxxiv
books of general reference xxxvi text and english translation book i architectural principles 1 book ii evolution of building use of materials
71 book iii ionic temples 151 book iv doric and corinthian temples 199 book v public buildings i theatres and music baths harbours 249
index of architectural terms 319 contents illustrations the capitol dougga frontispiece plate a winds and direction of streets at end plate b
plans of temples plate c ionic order plate 0 corinthian order see frontispiece plate e doric order at end plate f musical scales plate o theatre
plate h plan of stabian baths pompeii vi preface this edition has been based upon the oldest ms of vitruvius the harleian 2767 of the british
museum probably of the eighth century and from the saxon scriptorium of northumbria in which the codex amiatinus was written the latin
closely resembles that of the workshop and the street in my translation i havesought to retain the vividness and accuracy of the original and
have not sought a smoothness of rendering which would become a more polished style the reader it is possible may discern the genial
figure of vitruvius through his utterances in a technical treatise the risks of the translator are many the help of dr house has rendered them
less formidable but he is not responsible for the errors which have survived revision the introduction has been limited to such con
siderations as may enable the layman to enter into the mysteries of the craft and the general reader to follow the stages by which the
successive accretions to the text have been removed the section upon language indicates some of the relations of vitruvius to old latin
generally my examination of fourteen mss has been rendered possible by the courtesy of the directors of the mss libraries at the british
museum the vatican the escorial the bibliotheque nationale vii preface at paris the bodleian st johns college oxford and eton college a word
of special thanks is due to his excellency the spanish ambassador to london his eminence the cardinal merry del val and the secretary of the
british embassy at paris for their assistance mr paul gray m a of this college has given me valuable help in preparing the ms for the press
frank granger university college nottingham september 1929 viii introduction vltruvius and the architecture op the west the history of
architectural literature is taken by vitruvius to begin with the theatre of dionysus at athens 1 in earlier times the spectators were
accommodated upon wooden benches according to one account 2 in the year 500 b c or thereabouts thescaffolding collapsed and in
consequence a beginning was made towards a permanent stone structure the elaborate stage settings of aeschylus reached their
culmination at the performance of the agamemnon and its associated plays in 458 according to suidas 3 the collapse of the scaffolding
which occurred at a performance of one of aeschylus dramas led to the exile of the poet in sicily where he died in 456 in that case the
permanent con struction of the theatre would begin in the periclean age some time between 458 and 456
Ten Books on Architecture 2016-01-02 the architect should be equipped with knowledge of many branches of study and varied kinds of
learning for it is by his judgement that all work done by the other arts is put to test this knowledge is the child of practice and theory



practice is the continuous and regular exercise of employment where manual work is done with any necessary material according to the
design of a drawing theory on the other hand is the ability to demonstrate and explain the productions of dexterity on the principles of
proportion 1 while your divine intelligence and will imperator caesar were engaged in acquiring the right to command the world and while
your fellow citizens when all their enemies had been laid low by your invincible valour were glorying in your triumph and victory while all
foreign nations were in subjection awaiting your beck and call and the roman people and senate released from their alarm were beginning
to be guided by your most noble conceptions and policies i hardly dared in view of your serious employments to publish my writings and
long considered ideas on architecture for fear of subjecting myself to your displeasure by an unseasonable interruption 2 but when i saw
that you were giving your attention not only to the welfare of society in general and to the establishment of public order but also to the
providing of public buildings intended for utilitarian purposes so that not only should the state have been enriched with provinces by your
means but that the greatness of its power might likewise be attended with distinguished authority in its public buildings i thought that i
ought to take the first opportunity to lay before you my writings on this theme for in the first place it was this subject which made me
known to your father to whom i was devoted on account of his great qualities after the council of heaven gave him a place in the dwellings
of immortal life and transferred your father s power to your hands my devotion continuing unchanged as i remembered him inclined me to
support you and so with marcus aurelius publius minidius and gnaeus cornelius i was ready to supply and repair ballistae scorpiones and
other artillery and i have received rewards for good service with them after your first bestowal of these upon me you continued to renew
them on the recommendation of your sister 3 owing to this favour i need have no fear of want to the end of my life and being thus laid
under obligation i began to write this work for you because i saw that you have built and are now building extensively and that in future
also you will take care that our public and private buildings shall be worthy to go down to posterity by the side of your other splendid
achievements i have drawn up definite rules to enable you by observing them to have personal knowledge of the quality both of existing
buildings and of those which are yet to be constructed for in the following books i have disclosed all the principles of the art
The Ten Books on Architecture 2016-01-09 this is a new release of the original 1914 edition
Vitruvius 2022-07-27 vitruvius the ten books of architecture by marcus vitruvius pollio 80 15 bc is the first complete treatise that we have
on architecture reading it is an unmitigated source of joy for someone who has an amateur s interest in architecture or roman history
people who have simply visited sites roman buildings timgad rome nimes or pompeii will also take a great pleasure in vitruvius work as it
explains so what of what one has seen at these places this copy contains an introduction about the author and a detailed introduction to the
content of the book
Vitruvius, on Architecture 2018-02-08 in on architecture vitruvius adds to the tradition of greek theory and practice the results of his own
experience the contents of this treatise in ten books are as follows book l requirements for an architect town planning design cities aspects
temples 2 materials and their treatment greek systems 3 styles corinthian ionic doric tuscan altars 5 other public buildings fora basilicae
theatres colonnades baths harbours 6 sites and planning especially of houses 7 construction of pavements roads mosaic floors vaults
decoration stucco wall painting colours 8 hydraulic engineering water supply aqueducts 9 astronomy greek and roman discoveries signs of
the zodiac planets moon phases constellations astrology gnomon sundials 10 machines for war and other purposes jacket
Vitruvius on Architecture 2008-11 ten books on architecture or de architectura by marcus vitruvius pollio is the most complete treatise
on the subject of architecture to survive from antiquity and has influenced the construction and design of major buildings since the
renaissance vitruvius lived during the first century bc and was an important architect as well as a civil and military engineer in the roman



empire vitruvius dedicated this work to his patron the emperor caesar augustus and included information on both roman and greek
buildings detailed directions on how to build military camps his theories on city planning and guidance on how to construct large public
structures such as aqueducts public baths harbors and buildings as well as small more personal items such as measuring devices and
instruments ten books on architecture is not only an excellent historical reference into ancient construction methods and aesthetics but
also a manual providing direction and wisdom that can be applied to architecture today students of both classic and modern architecture
and engineering will find much of interest in this fully illustrated reproduction of the 1914 edition translated by morris hicky morgan this
edition is printed on premium acid free paper
Ten Books on Architecture 2019-12-25 a historical study of vitruvius s de architectura showing that his purpose in writing the whole
body of architecture was shaped by the imperial roman project of world domination vitruvius s de architectura is the only major work on
architecture to survive from classical antiquity and until the eighteenth century it was the text to which all other architectural treatises
referred while european classicists have focused on the factual truth of the text itself english speaking architects and architectural
theorists have viewed it as a timeless source of valuable metaphors departing from both perspectives indra kagis mcewen examines the
work s meaning and significance in its own time vitruvius dedicated de architectura to his patron augustus caesar the first roman emperor
whose rise to power inspired its composition near the end of the first century b c mcewen argues that the imperial project of world
dominion shaped vitruvius s purpose in writing what he calls the whole body of architecture specifically vitruvius s aim was to present his
discipline as the means for making the emperor s body congruent with the imagined body of the world he would rule each of the book s four
chapters treats a different vitruvian body chapter 1 the angelic body deals with the book as a book in terms of contemporary events and
thought particularly stoicism and stoic theories of language chapter 2 the herculean body addresses the book s and its author s relation to
augustus whose double vitruvius means the architect to be chapter 3 the body beautiful discusses the relation of proportion and geometry
to architectural beauty and the role of beauty in forging the new world order finally chapter 4 the body of the king explores the nature and
unprecedented extent of augustan building programs included is an examination of the famous statue of augustus from prima porta
sculpted soon after the appearance of de architectura
The Ten Books on Architecture 1960-01-01 at the end of the eighteenth century the authors of poland s 3 may 1791 constitution became
the heirs to a defunct state whose territory had been partitioned by russia prussia and austria at this moment of intensive national
postmortem ignacy potocki an eminent statesman and co author of the constitution wrote the treatise remarks on architecture one of the
best preserved examples of early modern polish architectural thought potocki s work announces itself as a project of national introspection
with architecture playing a direct role in the betterment of the nation addressed to the contemporary polish nobility the book argues that
architecture is a vessel for cultural values and that it plays an important part in the formation and critique of broader national traditions
throughout potocki conveys the lessons of a vitruvian canon that shaped continental classical architectural theory and practice throughout
the early modern period expertly translated by carolyn guile and featuring an introduction that explores polish enlightenment architectural
writing as an example of cultural exchange inheritance and transformation this edition of potocki s treatise broadens our understanding of
european architectural history during the early modern period
Vitruvius 2014-08-07 the ten books on architecture complete new student edition by vitruvius pollio marcus vitruvius pollio born c 80 70
bc died after c 15 bc was a roman author architect and engineer during the 1st century bc perhaps best known for his multi volume work
entitled de architectura by his own description vitruvius served as a ballista artilleryman the third class of arms in the military offices he



likely served as chief of the ballista senior officer of artillery in charge of doctores ballistarum artillery experts and libratores who actually
operated the machines little is known about vitruvius life most inferences about him are extracted from his only surviving work de
architectura his first name marcus and his cognomen pollio are uncertain he was possibly a praefectus fabrum during military service or
praefect architectus armamentarius of the apparitor status group during the last years of his life professor morgan had devoted much time
and energy to the preparation of a translation of vitruvius which he proposed to supplement with a revised text illustrations and notes he
had completed the translation with the exception of the last four chapters of the tenth book and had discussed with professor warren the
illustrations intended for the first six books of the work the notes had not been arranged or completed though many of them were outlined
in the manuscript or the intention to insert them indicated the several books of the translation so far as it was completed had been read to a
little group of friends consisting of professors sheldon and kittredge and myself and had received our criticism which had at times been
utilized in the revision of the work after the death of professor morgan in spite of my obvious incompetency from a technical point of view i
undertook at the request of his family to complete the translation and to see the book through the press i must therefore assume entire
responsibility for the translation of the tenth book beginning with chapter thirteen and further responsibility for necessary changes made
by me in the earlier part of the translation changes which in no case affect any theory held by professor morgan but which involve mainly
the adoption of simpler forms of statement or the correction of obvious oversights
Vitruvius on Architecture 1962 the renaissance architect andrea palladio was one of the most influential figures that the field of
architecture has ever produced for classical architects the term palladian stands for a vocabulary of architectural forms embodying
perfection and beauty of even greater significance than palladio s buildings is his treatise i quattro libri dell architettura the four books on
architecture the most successful architectural treatise of the renaissance and one of the two or three most important books in the literature
of architecture first published in italian in 1570 it has been translated into every major western language this is the first english translation
of palladio in over 250 years making it the only translation available in modern english until now english language readers have had to rely
mostly on a facsimile of isaac ware s 1738 translation and the eighteenth century engravings prepared for that text this new translation by
robert tavernor and richard schofield contains palladio s original woodcuts reproduced in facsimile and positioned correctly adjacent to the
text the book also contains a glossary that explains technical terms in their original context a bibliography of recent palladio research and
an introduction to palladio and his times the first book discusses building materials and techniques as well as the five orders of architecture
tuscan doric ionic corinthian and composite palladio describes the characteristics of each order and illustrates them the second book
discusses private town houses and country estates almost all designed by palladio the third book discusses streets bridges piazzas and
basilicas most of ancient roman origin the fourth book discusses ancient roman temples including the pantheon
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